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KEVIN R. HILL, EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

CRANFORD’S FRESH WORLD, INC., EMPLOYER RESPONDENT

HANOVER INSURANCE GROUP,
INSURANCE CARRIER RESPONDENT
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Hearing before Administrative Law Judge Barbara Webb on February 16, 2012, in
Hot Springs, Garland County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by Mr. Philip M. Wilson, Attorney at Law, Little Rock,
Arkansas.

Respondents represented by Mr. Guy A. Wade, Attorney at Law, Friday, Eldredge
& Clark, Little Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held on the above-styled claim on February 16, 2012, before

Administrative Law Judge Barbara Webb.  A Pre-hearing Order was entered in this

case on December 27, 2011.  The Pre-hearing Order set forth the stipulations

offered by the parties and outlined the issues to be litigated and resolved at this

hearing.  A copy of the Pre-hearing Order was made Commission’s Exhibit No. 1

to the hearing record.  The following stipulations as submitted by the parties in the

Pre-hearing Order and as amended on the record are hereby accepted:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction

of this claim.
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2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed on or about

September 21, 2010, when the claimant contends he sustained a

compensable injury.

3. The claimant earned an average weekly wage of $176.59, resulting

in an applicable temporary total disability rate of $118.00, if awarded.

4. Respondents have controverted this claim in its entirety.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated are:

1. Compensability of claimant’s alleged September 21, 2010, injury.

2. If found compensable, claimant’s entitlement to medical benefits and

temporary total disability benefits.

3. Controversion and attorney’s fees.

4. All other issues are reserved.

The record consists of a one volume transcript of the February 16, 2012

hearing, consisting of the testimony of Kevin Hill, Brian Mason, and all documentary

evidence consisting of Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 (Pre-hearing Order); Claimant’s

Exhibit No. 1 (Medical Packet with Index); Claimant’s Exhibit No. 2 (Supplemental

Medical Packet with Index); and Respondents’ Exhibit No. 1 (Medical Packet with

Index).  

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The claimant is forty-four (44) years of age (d.o.b. 12/30/1961).  He

graduated from the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff.  He has worked at
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Evergreen Packaging for 15 years.  He testified that he had a prior hernia while

working for Tyson in 1992 which required surgery.

Vance testified that in 2008, he was working as an SO-1 operator. He had

worked as an SO-1 operator for ten years.  He normally worked 8-12 hours a day,

seven days a week.  The job required continuous heavy lifting.  His job duties

included moving reel spools weighing up to 70,000 pounds that are moved on

“horses”, i.e. stands, that weigh approximately 400-500 pounds.  He explained that

on July 26-27, 2008, they were behind and he was the man in charge of moving the

reels in and out of the machine,

I did that all day, worked all that night, and then prior to I just felt
something pulled when I tugged on the rope trying to turn the reel,
you know, because like I said, it’s not an easy turn.  You have to put
strength on it, and when I pulled it, I just kind of felt something right
here in my side and I’m like, “Wow, that didn’t feel good.”

Vance explained that he told the operator at the time, Jeffrey Burnett, that

he needed to go to the nurse’s office.  He went to the nurse’s office, but the regular

nurse was not there.  The EMT nurse told him that she did not know the proper

procedure. She told him that he could request an ambulance. He notified his

foreman, David Riley, and went to the hospital.  Vance testified that he felt a bulge

and pain at the time of the incident.  He denied that he had indigestion.  He told the

doctor that he had hurt himself at work.  

On cross-examination, Vance agreed that he did not tell the hospital that it

was workers’ compensation and the medical was paid by his group health.  He also

received short-term disability benefits.  He did not pay any contributions for the
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benefits.  He denied telling Riley that he had stomach problems the day before.  He

told the nurse that he felt a knot in the lower right side of his abdomen along with

back pain.  The EMT nurse checked that he was leaving work.  He understood that

the ambulance would be at his expense if the injury was not work-related.  He was

taken to the hospital within an hour of the incident.  He explained that the

emergency room records that reflected that he had a history of having right-sided

abdominal pain, nausea, and vomiting for approximately four or five hours were not

correct.   He also denied the notation that stated “Started yesterday, felt like, gas,

worse at work at 3:30" and the note that said “Real bad pain, ate fried chicken

about 1:30, no trauma”.  He denied eating fried chicken or any meal at work.  He

could not explain where the information was obtained.  He agreed that he applied

for short-term disability on August 14, 2008.  The doctor noted on the application

that the hernia repair was not work-related.  The first time the claimant filled out a

document stating that the hernia repair was work-related was the Form N on

October 1, 2008, after he had returned to work and collected short-term disability.

Vance testified that he was six feet tall and weighed approximately 320

pounds although the medical records showed he weighed 385 pounds at the time

of the hernia repair.  He agreed with Dr. Mabry’s report that he presented to the

hospital with a history of a sudden onset of abdominal pain with a mass. 

David Riley testified that he was the Process Manager at Evergreen

Packaging and had worked there for 22 years.  He testified that Vance’s job
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involved driving a house crane which picked up reels from 400-600 pounds.  He

explained that the weight is suspended by the crane and that once you pull on the

rope, it turns pretty easy.  He explained that they had a fairly small guy that

performs the job without difficulty.  Riley testified that he was contacted by the

operator who told him that Vance was having stomach problems and wanted to go

to first aid.  Vance told him that he had stomach problems the day before.  He said

his stomach was hurting and he wanted to go to first aid to check it out.  He did not

mention eating anything.  First Aid contacted Riley and told him that Vance was

given some pain pills, but that Vance insisted on going to the hospital.  Vance did

not tell him that he had an injury at work.  He did not tell him that he had a knot in

his stomach.

The medical records reflect that the claimant presented to the Jefferson

Regional Medical Center on July 27, 2008, with a history of right sided abdominal

pain, nausea, and vomiting for approximately 4-5 hours prior to arriving at the ER.

Handwritten notes reflect that he reported abdominal pain “like a knot started

yesterday felt like gas worse @ work about 3:30 AM” and “ate fried chicken about

1:30, no trauma”.

On July 30, 2008, the claimant underwent a surgical repair of a ventral

incisional hernia by Dr. Charles Mabry.  On August 25, 2008, the claimant returned

for a follow-up evaluation.  On September 30, 2008, the claimant was released to

return to full-duty work by Dr. Mabry.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
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1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction

of this claim.

2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed on or about July

26, 2008, when the claimant contends he sustained a compensable

injury.

3. The claimant is entitled to the maximum compensation rates, if

awarded.

4. Respondents have controverted this claim in its entirety.

5. The claimant returned to work on September 30, 2008.

6. The claimant was paid short term disability in the amount of

$2,692.95 from July 27, 2008, until September 30, 2008.

7. First Source, the respondent’s group health carrier, paid most of the

medical bills. 

8. The employer/employee relationship existed at all relevant times.

9. Claimant’s alleged injury is a ventral incisional hernia and does not

meet the five criteria required to establish a compensable hernia

under applicable law. 

10. Claimant has failed to establish by a preponderance of the evidence

that he sustained a compensable injury.  

DISCUSSION

The claimant contends that he sustained a compensable hernia injury on

September 21, 2010; that respondents should be held responsible for all
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outstanding medical treatment, together with continued reasonably necessary

medical treatment; that he is entitled to temporary total disability benefits during the

time off work, which will be more specifically identified at the hearing; and that a

controverted attorney’s fee should attach to any benefits awarded.

The respondents contend that the claimant did not sustain a compensable

hernia injury within the meaning of the Arkansas workers’ compensation laws.

Respondents further assert that the claimant failed a drug test and therefore his

injury was substantially occasioned by the use of alcohol, illegal drugs, or

prescription drugs used in contravention of physician’s orders and would not be

compensable.    

I. COMPENSABILITY

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A) defines “compensable injury”:

(i) (a)n accidental injury causing internal or external physical harm to
the body or accident injury to prosthetic appliances, including
eyeglasses, contact lenses, or hearing aids, arising out of and in the
course of employment and which requires medical services or results
in disability or death.  An injury is “accidental” only if it is caused by
a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place of occurrence;
(ii) An injury causing internal or external physical harm to the body
and arising out of and in the course of employment if it is not caused
by a specific incident or is not identifiable by time and place of
occurrence, if the injury is: (a) Caused by rapid repetitive motion . . .
(v) A hernia as set out in § 11-9-523.

A compensable injury must be established by medical evidence supported

by objective findings.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(D)(Repl. 2002). Claimant’s

burden of proof shall be a preponderance of the evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

102(4)(E)(i).  If claimant fails to establish by a preponderance of the evidence any
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of the requirements for establishing the compensability of the injury alleged, he fails

to establish the compensability of the claim, and compensation must be denied.

It is the exclusive function of the Commission to determine the credibility of

the witnesses and the weight to be given their testimony.  Johnson v. Riceland

Foods, 47 Ark. App. 71, 884 S.W.2d 626 (1994).  Furthermore, the Commission is

not required to believe the testimony of the claimant or other witnesses, but may

accept and translate into findings of fact only those portions of the testimony it

deems worthy of belief.  Brotherton v. White River Area Agency, ___ Ark. App. ___,

___S.W.3d ____ (Dec.14, 2005); Morelock v. Kearney Company, 48 Ark. App. 227,

894 S.W.2d 603 (1995).  The Commission may accept or reject medical opinions

and determine their medical soundness and probative force.  Id.  It is important to

note that the claimant’s testimony is never considered uncontroverted.  Lambert v.

Gerber Products Co., 14 Ark. App. 88, 684 S.W.2d 842 (1985); Nix v. Wilson World

Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W.2d 457 (1994).

Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-523(a), a hernia is compensable if the

following factors are established to the satisfaction of the Commission:

(1)  the occurrence of the hernia immediately followed as the result
of sudden effort, severe strain, or the application of force directly to
the abdominal wall;

(2)  there was severe pain in the hernial region;

(3)  the pain caused the employee to cease work immediately;

(4)  notice of the occurrence was given to the employer within forty-
eight (48) hours thereafter;
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(5)  the physical distress following the occurrence of the hernia was
such as to require the attendance of a licensed physician within
seventy-two (72) hours after the occurrence. 

A compensable injury must be established by medical evidence supported

by objective findings.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(D)(Repl. 2002). Claimant’s

burden of proof shall be a preponderance of the evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

102(4)(E)(i).  If claimant fails to establish by a preponderance of the evidence any

of the requirements for establishing the compensability of the injury alleged, he fails

to establish the compensability of the claim, and compensation must be denied.

It is the exclusive function of the Commission to determine the credibility of

the witnesses and the weight to be given their testimony.  Johnson v. Riceland

Foods, 47 Ark. App. 71, 884 S.W.2d 626 (1994).  Furthermore, the Commission is

not required to believe the testimony of the claimant or other witnesses, but may

accept and translate into findings of fact only those portions of the testimony it

deems worthy of belief.  Brotherton v. White River Area Agency, ___ Ark. App. ___,

___S.W.3d ____ (Dec.14, 2005); Morelock v. Kearney Company, 48 Ark. App. 227,

894 S.W.2d 603 (1995).  The Commission may accept or reject medical opinions

and determine their medical soundness and probative force.  Id.  It is important to

note that the claimant’s testimony is never considered uncontroverted.  Lambert v.

Gerber Products Co., 14 Ark. App. 88, 684 S.W.2d 842 (1985); Nix v. Wilson World

Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W.2d 457 (1994).

In the instant case, I find that the claimant has failed to prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a compensable hernia while
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performing employment services.  The case revolves largely around the credibility

of the claimant.  Based on the totality of the evidence, I find that the claimant’s

testimony is not credible and is inconsistent with the medical records offered. 

In the instant case, the medical reports reveal that the claimant initially

reported that his stomach pain began the day before he sought medical treatment.

The evidence establishes that the claimant was not at work on that day.  The

claimant used his group health insurance to pay the medical bills and collected

short-term disability during the time he missed work.   The records reflect that the

claimant did not report the problem as work-related to his doctors or his employer

until October of 2008, three months after he sought treatment. 

Respondents further contend there is no medical opinion with any degree of

certainty linking causation of the alleged injury.  The Arkansas Court of Appeals has

held:

the plethora of possible causes for work-related injuries includes
many that can be established by a common-sense observation and
deduction. To require medical proof of causation in every case
appears out of line with the general policy of economy and efficiency
contained within the workers’ compensation law. To be sure, there will
be circumstances where medical evidence will be necessary to
establish that a particular injury resulted from a work-related incident -
but not in every case. We find the Court of Appeal’s reasoning in
Millican and Tilley persuasive. We therefore adopt the holding in
Millican that objective medical evidence is necessary to establish the
existence and extent of an injury, but is not essential to establish the
causal relationship between the injury and the work-related incident
(emphasis added).

Freeman v. Con-Agra Frozen Foods, 70 Ark. App. 306, 27 S.W.3d 762 (2000),

quoting Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. VanWagner, 337 Ark. 443, 990 S.W.2d 522 (1999).
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See Stephens Truck Lines v. Millican, 58 Ark. App. 275, 950 S.W.2d 472 (1997)

and Aeroquip, Inc. v. Tilley, 59 Ark. App.163, 954 S.W.2d 305 (1997). 

Conjecture and speculation, even if plausible, cannot take the place of proof.

Ark. Dept. of Correction v. Glover, 35 Ark. App. 32, 812 S.W.2d 692 (1991); Dena

Construction Co. v. Herndon, 264 Ark. 791, 575 S.W.2d 155 (1970); Arkansas

Methodist Hospital v. Adams, 43 Ark. App. 1, 858 S.W.2d 125 (1993).  In the instant

case, it is only the claimant that attributes any heavy lifting to work activities.  That

testimony is directly refuted by his supervisor, David Riley.  Riley testified that any

heavy weight involved is managed through the crane and rope system and that the

work is fairly easy to perform.  Where claimant’s case for causation rests mainly on

his own testimony, the issue is that of credibility and ultimately left to the discretion

of the Commission.  Gansky v. Hi-Tech Engineering, 325 Ark. 163, 924 S.W.2d 790

(1996).      

ORDER

For the reasons discussed herein, this claim must be, and hereby is,

respectfully denied.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

___________________________________
HONORABLE BARBARA WEBB
Administrative Law Judge

ISSUES
By agreement of the
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CONTENTIONS

DISCOVERY
All discovery, including depositions, must be completed at least thirty (30)

days prior to the scheduled hearing so as to avoid further delays in the adjudication
process.

WITNESSES AND EXHIBITS
The claimant will testify in his own behalf and may call Adam Bailey and

Bryan Wilson to testify.  The respondents may call Wayne Cranford, Brian Wilson
and Adam Bailey to testify.  The parties reserve the right to call any witness
identified by the opposing party.

No witness will be allowed to testify unless the name of the witness is
furnished to the opposing party or parties at least seven (7) days prior to the
scheduled hearing.  No documents, including medical reports, will be allowed into
evidence unless exchanged by the parties at least seven (7) days prior to the
scheduled hearing.  Any evidence, whether documentary or testimonial, that is not
disclosed or exchanged in compliance with this Order and applicable law shall not
be considered at the hearing except with prior leave of the Commission and upon
a showing of good cause.  The record will not remain open at the conclusion of the
hearing for the parties to obtain additional evidence.

All medical records must be indexed by medical provider, chronologically
arranged, and identified by page number.  Any medical exhibit exceeding fifty (50)
pages must be abstracted.  Parties attempting to submit voluminous medical
records must be prepared to show the relevance of the records.  Rather than submit
duplicate medical records, the parties are encouraged to jointly submit a
comprehensive set of relevant medical records.

Exhibits shall not be highlighted or underlined.  If the exhibits are altered, it
will be necessary to substitute those pages before the transcript is prepared for
appeal.

Failure to comply with these directives may result in sanctions, including the
exclusion of exhibits, medical or otherwise, from  evidence.  Evidence not disclosed
through the prehearing questionnaire or as set forth within the terms of this Order
shall not be considered as evidence except with prior leave of the Commission and
upon a showing of good cause.

HEARING
By agreement of the parties, this matter has been set for a hearing on

Thursday, February 16, 2012, at 10:00 a.m., at the Garland County Courthouse,
Room 105, 501 Ouachita Avenue, Hot Springs, Arkansas.  Two (2) hours have
been allotted for this hearing.

Pursuant to Rule 13 of the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission,
this hearing will not be postponed except by approval of the administrative law
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judge.  A party seeking to cancel, continue, or reschedule a hearing must first
contact opposing counsel to see whether there is an objection to the proposed
action, and then contact the administrative law judge.  Since the parties agreed to
the hearing date during the prehearing conference, no changes will be made
without good cause shown.  A request to cancel, continue, or reschedule a hearing
must be made in writing, specifically state the grounds for the request, establish
good cause for the request, and state when the requesting party will be prepared
to proceed to a hearing.  Docket changes made five (5) days or less before the
scheduled hearing may result in the assessment of hearing costs, court reporter
expenses, witness fees, attorney fees, or any other cost resulting from the change.

The respondent shall pay the Court Reporter’s bill generated as a result
of the hearing in this claim within thirty (30) days of receipt of the hearing
transcript.

INCLEMENT WEATHER POLICY
In the event of inclement weather in either the county where the hearing is

scheduled to be conducted or Pulaski County to the extent that the schools are
closed in either of these counties, the scheduled hearings for that day will be
cancelled and will be rescheduled as soon as possible thereafter.

POST-TRIAL BRIEF
The parties are encouraged, and on occasion the administrative law judge

may request of the parties, to file post-trial letter briefs within ten (10) days after the
hearing addressing any legal or factual issues, including references to any
introduced exhibits and case or opinion citations, which would assist the
Commission in the determination of any issues which arose at the hearing.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                            
BARBARA WEBB
Administrative Law Judge


